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1. Introduction
This report presents a summary of a three years long study on the failure probabilities of
nuclear power plant (NPP) piping components [1-3]. The focus of the study has been on
effect of initial flaw and load assumptions on NPP failure potential and risk estimate changes.
The effect of inspections has also been taken into account. The main tools for the pipe break
probability and risk analyses have been probabilistic VTTBESIT code [4-8] and Markov
process application [1], but some calculations were also performed using Swedish NURBIT
code [9] for comparison. During the three previous years, four representative NPP piping
welds were considered. The computational part of this report concerns one of them.
The NPP service data show that the majority of the detected cracks/flaws have been located
in welds. Due to the welding process, welds are considerably more prone to small scale sites
for crack initiation than the components they join. Some weld material regions are also more
susceptible to certain degradations mechanisms, particularly stress corrosion cracking
(SCC), because welding process sensitises them.
Concerning NPP piping component welds, initial flaw and load assumptions have major
impact on both probability of failure (POF) and risk results. Worldwide several initial flaw
distribution assumptions for NPP pipe welds have been published [9-11]. The main load
component concerning welds is most often the weld residual stresses (WRSs), and also for
them several recommendations have been published [12-18]. Of the degradation
mechanisms encountered in the NPP environments, the WRSs affect especially SCC.
The POF and consequently the risk caused by the NPP piping components can be
considerably decreased by performing inspections with non-destructive testing (NDT)
techniques. The more accurate the NDT technique, the smaller the cracks that can be found.
When a crack is detected before it has grown through wall, which would lead to leak or
break, the weld and associated component(s) can be safely repaired or replaced with new
ones. Probability of detection (POD) functions [19] are commonly used to describe the
accuracy/reliability of NDT, and they often take also into account the quality of the NDT team.
The POD functions typically express the POD in relation to crack depth through component
wall. Worldwide several material type, degradation mechanism and NDT technique specific
POD functions applicable to NPP components have been published [19-22].
When plenty of degradation data of good quality is available, statistical estimates are the
preferred degradation potential analysis approach. However, in case of NPP piping
components, degradation data are almost always so scarce that the sole use of statistical
estimates would lead in most cases to unacceptably poor accuracy. The situation gets
obviously considerably worse, when this already scarce piping degradation data are divided
into subgroups according to physical characteristics, such as piping component geometry
and material properties, as there may result subgroups having only a few degradation data
items, or none at all. The only probabilistic degradation analysis approach that is capable to
consider all relevant physical characteristics of the NPP piping components is the structural
reliability methodology, and of the associated procedures the foremost one is probabilistic
fracture mechanics (PFM). Structural reliability procedures contain also uncertainties, related
e.g. to model scope/accuracy, and hence, the resulting absolute failure probability values
may require further validation/verification. It is recommendable to combine PFM approach
with statistical estimates and expert judgement.
The goal of the whole study has been to clarify:
what quantitative impact initial flaw and load assumptions have on NPP piping
component POF and risk assessment results,
which assumptions appear unrealistic/overly conservative,
which assumptions could be recommendable to be applied,
what effects inspections have on POF and risk assessment results.
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A study with similar/corresponding scope had not been carried out before. Some sensitivity
studies concerning probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) based analysis codes have been
published. For instance, PFM code WinPRAISE was used in sensitivity analysis concerning
initial flaw size, through wall stresses and some other input data parameters [19]. Several
other PFM codes were also compared against each other in the international NURBIM
project [23]. The results from this project provide valuable information on the capabilities of
and differences between a number of significant PFM applications.
The report is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the probabilistic VTTBESIT and
Markov application briefly. Section 3 discusses input data assumptions and presents the
computation cases. Section 4 summarises the analysis results, and Section 5 concludes the
study.

2. Probabilistic VTTBESIT and Markov application
In the VTT’s application for POF and risk analyses of piping components, the crack growth
through the pipe wall is quantified with discrete degradation states. This approach allows the
use of Markov process simulations for calculation of the leak and failure probabilities as well
as risks for piping components. The transition probabilities are assessed using the results
from the PFM simulations, which are performed with the probabilistic VTTBESIT code [4-8].
In the VTTBESIT simulations, the depth and length of the initial cracks are taken randomly
from the respective probability density functions, while all other input data variables are
considered as deterministic. Each simulation run spans the whole of the planned operational
lifetime, with the size of the growing crack computed at one year intervals. VTTBESIT results
are used to construct a degradation matrix for the Markov process, in which crack growth
leads into more degraded states, while inspections and subsequent repairs/replacements
lead into intact state. The transition probabilities into intact state are obtained from POD
functions [19]. They are applied in the computations in the form of inspection matrices. The
VTT discrete time Markov application for risk-informed in service inspection (RI-ISI) analyses
is described in more detail in refs. [1, 8, 24].
The applied discrete time Markov procedure for degradation potential analyses is
summarised by the following four steps [24]:
1. Crack growth simulations with probabilistic VTTBESIT.
2. Construction of degradation matrix transition probabilities from VTTBESIT simulation
results and database analysis of crack initiation frequencies.
3. Model for inspection quality, as based on applicable POD functions, which are in turn
used to construct inspection matrix transition probabilities.
4. Markov model to calculate pipe leak and rupture probabilities as well as risks for the
chosen inspection programs.
The Markov model uses either eight or ten degradation states depending on the wall
thickness of a piping component. This enables the simulation of all possible inspection
programs, including the possibility of detecting a flaw and not repairing it. Ten degradation
states are presented in Table 1. They are used for piping components with wall thickness
over 10 mm. In VTTBESIT analyses, probabilities are calculated for the chosen crack sizes.
The Markov model is presented more in detail in [1].
The pipe component specific computations with discrete time Markov model divide into two
phases. Namely, the degradation potential and risk values from start of operation to the
assumed current time are computed according to actual inspection history, whereas those
from the assumed current time to the end of planned operational lifetime are computed for
optional future inspection programs.
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Table 1. Markov system degradation states for pipe with wall thickness exceeding 10 mm.
State no.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Crack depth as [%] of wall
thickness
0
5
10
20
35
50
75
90
95
100

Description
No detectable flaw
Degradation
Degradation
Degradation
Degradation
Degradation
Degradation
Degradation
Leak
Break

It is possible to divide the assumed time in operation to several time spans so that a separate
degradation matrix is created for each interval. This technique can take more accurately into
account different phases of component degradation during operational life. The analyses in
[1-3] were performed with only one degradation matrix, but the non-stationary approach was
used in [25].
The computational efficiency of the Markov process based application is very good, a single
analysis run typically lasts only a few seconds, while the analysis run specific results consist
of time dependent pipe component leak and break probabilities as well as risk values.

3. Input data and assumptions
3.1

Sizes of initial cracks

To be able to carry out quantitative degradation potential analyses using PFM applications,
part of the necessary input data are estimates of the initial crack sizes. As the data in the
NPP component degradation databases concern only grown cracks, the sizes of the initial
cracks have to be assessed recursively. This is not a straightforward task, and thus, there
are not many applicable estimates for initial crack sizes available.
According to Simonen and Khaleel [26], inputs for crack distributions are the greatest source
of uncertainty in calculations of failure probabilities. The uncertainties in the estimation of
initial crack dimensions are caused by the quality, amount, origin and type of the available
crack data [27, 28]. However, the failure probability assessment accuracy requirements in RIISI do not necessitate the exact physical modelling of the involved degradation phenomena;
instead it suffices to achieve a reasonable accuracy scale, e.g. one decade in the failure
probability exponent.
Earlier in this study, new probabilistic density functions for depth and length of SCC induced
initial cracks were developed. The assessment was based on the same flaw data as used for
the assessment of the corresponding initial cracks included in the NURBIT code [11]. These
data consists of 98 detected SCC cases, ca. 90 % of which were circumferentially oriented
cracks opening to inner pipe surface.
A recursive method based on fracture mechanics and statistical curve fitting was used to
assess the probabilistic distributions for depth and length of cracks initiating due to SCC
during plant operation. The first step in the applied approach is to convert the size data
concerning detected grown SCC induced cracks to dimensionless form in relation to pipe
wall thickness and inner circumference. Then, with recursive fracture mechanics based
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analyses, the obtained data is matched with the assumed initial size criteria for SCC initiated
cracks. Finally, the obtained data is converted to probabilistic form and suitable reliability
distribution functions are fitted to them. More detailed description of the procedure as well as
consideration of other initial crack distributions can be found in [1].
The probabilistic distributions for sizes of initial cracks in NPP pipe components used in the
analyses were:
probabilistic density functions for depth and length of fabrication induced initial cracks
developed by Khaleel and Simonen [10],
probabilistic density functions for depth and length of SCC induced initial cracks provided
by PFM analysis code NURBIT [9, 11], and
probabilistic density functions for depth and length of SCC induced initial cracks
developed within the first phase of this study [1].
The considered degradation mechanism was SCC and the considered flaw postulate was a
circumferentially oriented semi-elliptic crack opening to inner surface. Parameter values used
in the SCC growth rate equation were taken from Chapter 6.1 of ref. [1]. The fabrication
induced cracks provided the initial flaw state for all analysis cases. For the cases with SCC
induced initial cracks, additional SCC flaws also initiated during operation as according to the
associated probabilistic density functions and initiation frequency, which was 4.08E-04 per
year per weld [11] in all cases.
The fabrication induced initial cracks [10] were selected for the computational study to
represent larger initial crack sizes. The SCC induced initial cracks according to NURBIT [9,
11] were selected for two reasons. Firstly, concerning the size scale they represent the
middle range. Secondly, the NURBIT code does not allow other size distributions for initial
cracks, so in order to include NURBIT in the scope of comparison computations in the first
place, the associated size distributions for initial cracks have to be covered as well. The SCC
induced initial cracks developed in this study are to some extent smaller than those in the
NURBIT code.
The SCC induced initial cracks according to WinPRAISE [19], which reflect the smaller size
scale end of the available/published initial crack sizes, were excluded from the computational
analyses. This is because on average these sizes are too small to be feasible/applicable for
computations, as with the commonly applied SCC rate equation, also used in this study,
almost no crack growth shows within the assumed operational lifetime. However, in the
WinPRAISE procedure the SCC induced crack growth is computed with two equations, as
depending of the crack size. For cracks with depth of less than 2.54 mm, an equation
specifically developed for small size scale SCC is used, and for larger depths the earlier
mentioned rate equation is applied. With the former crack growth rate equation the SCC
crack grows within finite number of years to the mentioned intermediate limit depth, from
which onwards to larger crack depths fracture mechanics based rate equation is well
applicable.

3.2

Weld residual stresses

The process of welding causes locally confined and relatively severe stresses to NPP
component welds. The WRSs are defined as static mechanical stresses that are present in a
thermodynamically (and mechanically) closed system of equilibrium. In a more general way,
WRSs are mechanical stresses that exist in a component without any external applied
mechanical or thermal loads. A direct consequence of the definition is that all internal forces
and moments resulting from the WRSs of a system are in mechanical equilibrium. The
mechanical properties that govern the formation of WRSs are primarily the modulus of
elasticity, coefficient of thermal expansion and strain hardening coefficient.
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Regardless of the welding method used, the material properties of the welds and structural
materials affect the formation and distribution of WRSs. The resulting WRS state in a welded
component is determined by welding related parameters and geometrical constraints. The
former refers to the local shrinkage, quench and phase transformations resulting from the
localised thermal cycle. The latter is dealt with the unbalance in material properties of
dissimilar metal welds and the constraining effect of the surrounding structure.
The published experimental WRS data have a substantial scatter. It is also possible to
simulate the welding process with finite element method (FEM) applications. The WRS
distributions given in the structural integrity assessment guidelines and fitness-for-service
procedures have mostly been developed as tensile upper bound solutions based on the
experimental and simulated data.
The WRS distributions used in the analyses were:
as-welded state WRSs from the FRESH results [29],
as-welded state WRSs from the ASME recommendations [12, 13],
as-welded state WRSs from the R6 Method, Revision 4 [14],
as-welded state WRSs from the SSM handbook [15],
no WRSs.
The WRS distributions were determined with the above mentioned procedures for four
representative NPP pipe sizes, which are presented in Section 3.4. The WRS distributions
through wall were determined in perpendicular to weld direction, i.e. axial direction in pipe
coordinates. Figure 1 presents calculated WRSs for the pipe size denoted as Large. The
graph also includes WRSs determined with API 579 Procedure [18] and SINTAP Procedure
[16, 17] which were not used in the break probability calculations. It can be seen that there
are significant differences between the considered WRS distributions.

perpendicular to weld WRS [MPa]

'

400
300
200
100
0
-100
-200
-300

ASME

R6-Rev4

SSM

SINTAP

API579

-400
0.0

5.0

10.0
t wall

15.0
[mm]

20.0

25.0

Figure 1: As-welded state WRS distributions through weld centre line and perpendicular to
weld for Large pipe.
The associated WRS recommendation equations are presented in an earlier VTT research
report [30]. More details about WRS distributions can also be found in VTT research report
[31].
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3.3

Probability of detection functions

The effectiveness of the inspection is an important input parameter in any RI-ISI analysis. A
quantitative measure of inspection effectiveness is needed in order to calculate the reduction
in risk associated with inspection. Quantitative estimates of the inspection capability enable a
better optimisation of the in-service inspection.
The detection probability is typically presented in the form of POD functions [19], which
describe the detection probability as a function of the flaw size, e.g. flaw depth or length.
However, the construction of a POD function requires a considerable amount of data before
statistical confidence is achieved. In the case of NDT methods, it is often expensive and time
consuming to produce such a large amount of data. Simplified POD estimates are of
sufficient accuracy for RI-ISI applications. Studies on the sensitivity of the risk reduction to
POD have been documented e.g. in ref. [32]. Worldwide several material type, degradation
mechanism and NDT technique specific POD functions applicable to NPP pipe components
have been published [19-22].
There are some remarkable limitations concerning the scope of the published POD functions.
For instance, when they are expressed as a function of normalised depth through wall, i.e.
crack depth divided by wall thickness, the values they give become less accurate for smaller
wall thicknesses, as it is highly unlikely for NDT to detect cracks below a certain crack depth
region, which is of the scale of one mm. Another drawback is that PODs consider the flaw
size in one direction only. Then, the POD values for long and short cracks having the same
depth are the same, when using a POD function considering crack depth only. Thus, further
development of the POD approach appears still to be needed.
Additional difficulty in defining the probability of flaw or crack detection is caused by human
factors. The inspections are performed by workers of different experience and possibly
having different training. Ref. [21] presents the results from the MTO (Man Technology
Organization) empirical tests performed on the probability of detection. The results were
compared against those from the qualification tests. It was concluded that the POD for small
cracks was probably overestimated in the qualification data, due to the fact that the operators
are more readily expecting cracks in a qualification situation, while small indications in a real
power plant piping inspection would be more likely to be interpreted to be material flaws. The
psychological aspects of piping inspections have been further examined in studies [33, 34].
Some significant POD functions were presented in the first phase of this study [1] in detail.
The POD functions applied in the analyses were taken from the NUREG/CR-3869 report [20]
and from the work performed at the Fraunhofer Institute for Non-destructive Testing (IZPF)
[35]. The NUREG/CR-3869 report [20] contains POD curves of different qualities: poor, good
and advanced. Detection quality of good was used in the analyses. A set of POD curves from
NUREG/CR-3869 is presented in Figure 2 as a function of the crack depth (a) normalised by
the wall thickness (twall).
The inspection intervals considered in the computational study were:
three years,
five years
ten years,
no inspections.
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Figure 2: Distributions of POD function values concerning intergranular SCC for ferritic steel
piping, according to NUREG/CR-3869 [20].

3.4

Other inputs

Four representative NPP piping weld cross-sections were used in the analyses. They are
presented in Table 2. For cross-sections Medium and Large, both austenitic stainless steel
and ferritic steel materials were considered. Whereas for Small and FRESH cross-sections,
only austenitic stainless steel was considered. Base materials were SA376 TP304 and SS
2353, which corresponds to steel TP 316L according to U.S. standards, with the weld
material having similar material properties. Due to lacking more specific weld material data, a
commonly applied approach to use the material property data of the weaker adjacent base
material for the structural integrity analyses was also followed here.
Table 2: Representative NPP piping weld cross-sections considered in the WRS comparison.
Pipe size
Small
Medium
Large
FRESH

Outer diameter [mm]
60
170
310
323.85

Wall thickness [mm]
4.0
11.0
26.0
17.45

Reference
[2]
[2]
[2]
[29]

Operational BWR conditions were the considered process loads, with pressure of 70 bar and
temperature of 286 °C [36]. The assumed yearly time in operation was 8000 hours,
corresponding to approximately 11 months, thus leaving for the yearly maintenance outage
and other possible times under shut-down approximately one month. The anticipated/typical
yearly load transients were not taken into account in the computational analyses, because
SCC concerns only stationary operational conditions. No changes in the process water
chemistry were considered, thus it was assumed that SCC is in effect through the whole of
the assumed time in operation.

3.5

Analysis cases

In the second phase of the study [2], break probability analyses were performed with each
combination of cross-sections, initial crack sizes, WRSs and inspection intervals presented in
Table 3. As for notations, “VTT” are initial crack sizes developed by VTT [1], “NURBIT” those
from [11] and “fabrication flaws” those from [10]. The analysis cases of the third phase of the
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study [3] are presented in Table 4. In the analysis cases of Tables 3 and 4, POD function
from the NUREG/CR-3869 report [20] was used. In [25], analyses were performed with IZPF
POD function [35], initial crack distribution developed by VTT [1], WRSs from SSM handbook
[15], inspection interval of three years and cross-sections Small, Medium and Large. For this
report, similar analyses have been performed with inspection intervals of five and ten years.
Table 3: The input data alternatives of the second phase of the study.
Cross-section
Small
Medium
Large

Initial crack sizes
VTT
NURBIT
Fabrication flaws

WRSs acc. to
ASME recommendations
R6 Method, Rev. 4
SSM handbook
No WRSs

Inspection interval
3 years
10 years
No inspections

Table 4: The analysis cases of the third phase of the study.
Case no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Cross-section
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH

Initial crack sizes
VTT
VTT
VTT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
Fabrication flaws
Fabrication flaws
Fabrication flaws
VTT
VTT
VTT
VTT
VTT
VTT
VTT
VTT
VTT

WRSs acc. to
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
ASME
ASME
ASME
R6 Method, Rev. 4
R6 Method, Rev. 4
R6 Method, Rev. 4
SSM handbook
SSM handbook
SSM handbook

Inspection interval
3 years
10 years
No inspections
3 years
10 years
No inspections
3 years
10 years
No inspections
3 years
10 years
No inspections
3 years
10 years
No inspections
3 years
10 years
No inspections

4. Summary of analysis results
All varied input data parameters, namely WRS assumptions, sizes of initial flaws and
inspection interval, have a remarkable effect on the resulting leak and break probabilities as
well as on the risk values. The risk values correspond to the failure probabilities because the
consequence is assumed to be the same in each case, and hence, risk results are not
specifically accounted here.
The assumptions concerning initial flaw sizes had a considerable effect on the leak and
break probability results. The break probabilities after one year in operation were the
smallest for the cases with fabrication induced cracks alone, whereas these probabilities
were from 0.5 to 2 decades higher for the cases with the SCC induced initial cracks
developed by VTT and with those in the NURBIT code. The effect of the initial flaw sizes to
break probabilities was most pronounced in the early phase of the time in operation. As for
the maximum break probability values 60 years in operation, they were almost matching for
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all three used assumptions for initial crack sizes, thus reflecting their decreased effect. Figure
3 illustrates the differences between different initial crack assumptions in the case where
FRESH pipe, FRESH WRSs, inspection interval of three years and POD curve from
NUREG/CR-3869 were used.
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Break probability [ - ]

1.0E-02
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1.0E-04
1.0E-05
1.0E-06
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1.0E-09
1.0E-10
1.0E-11
1.0E-12
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60

Time [year]
Figure 3. Break probability results for FRESH pipe component weld with different initial crack
assumptions.
The magnitude of the loading had the biggest effect on the break probability results. The
loading is clearly governed by the WRSs. Of the considered four sets of WRS distributions,
those given in the R6 Method, Rev. 4 [14] are by far the most severe. This was strongly
reflected in the analysis results, as for the cases with these WRSs, the break probabilities
after one year were from 4.5 to 5.5 decades higher than for all other cases with WRSs,
whereas for break probabilities after 60 years this difference varied from 0 to 3 decades.
Figure 4 illustrates the difference between different WRS assumptions in the case where
FRESH pipe, VTT’s initial cracks, inspection interval of three years and POD curve from
NUREG/CR-3869 were used. In the graph, “ASME” and “FRESH” curves are approximately
same.
The break probabilities after one year in operation were the smallest for the cases with
FRESH WRSs [29] and fabrication cracks only. Whereas after 60 years the smallest break
probabilities were for analysis cases with FRESH and ASME WRSs [12, 13] and fabrication
cracks only. In general, for analysis cases with FRESH WRSs the break probabilities were
from 0 to 3 decades lower than with the other three WRS distributions.
The inspections had a significant effect on the break probability results. The break
probabilities for analysis cases without inspections were after 20 and 60 years from 1 to 4.5
decades higher than for the cases with 3 year inspection interval. The differences between
inspection intervals can be seen from Figure 5 where break probabilities have been
calculated with FRESH weld cross-section and FRESH WRSs for inspection intervals of
three and ten years and without inspections. Figures 6-11 present new results where the
effect of inspection intervals of 3, 5 and 10 years are compared using IZPF POD curve. In
the calculations, SSM WRSs and the initial cracks developed in this study were used. Both
break and leak probability results are presented.
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Figure 4. Break probability results for FRESH weld cross-section with different WRSs.

Figure 5. Break probability results for FRESH weld cross-section with FRESH WRSs from
the third phase of the study [3].
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Figure 6. Break probabilities with different inspection intervals for Small pipe using IZPF POD
curve.
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Figure 7. Leak probabilities with different inspection intervals for Small pipe using IZPF POD
curve.
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Figure 8. Break probabilities with different inspection intervals for Medium pipe using IZPF
POD curve.
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Figure 9. Leak probabilities with different inspection intervals for Medium pipe using IZPF
POD curve.
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Figure 10. Break probabilities with different inspection intervals for Large pipe using IZPF
POD curve.
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Figure 11. Leak probabilities with different inspection intervals for Large pipe using IZPF
POD curve.
POD curves from the NUREG/CR-3869 report [20] and from Fraunhofer Institute (IZPF) [35]
led to slightly different results. For Small pipe, the break probabilities were larger with IZPF
POD curve. The difference can be seen in Figure 12. The reason for this is that the
probability of finding small cracks is lower with the IZPF inspection matrix. For Medium and
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Large pipe, the break probabilities were almost the same but the leak probabilities differed.
For Medium pipe, the leak probabilities were larger with IZPF POD curve, but for Large pipe,
they were smaller with IZPF. For Medium pipe, the leak probability drops more when using
the IZPF but also grows faster than with NUREG. This is mostly due to IZPF having a higher
detection probability for larger cracks and a lower detection probability for smaller cracks.

Figure 12. Break probabilities for Small pipe with different POD curves and inspection
interval of three years.
The size of the pipe weld cross-section size clearly has an effect on the resulting break
probabilities. More specifically, it is wall thickness that provides the mentioned effect. For
Small weld cross-section with 4.0 mm thick wall, the break probabilities were generally from
3 to 8 decades higher after one year in operation than for the other two weld cross-sections.
The break probabilities for the Medium weld cross-section with 11.0 thick wall and FRESH
weld cross-section with 17.45 mm thick wall were of the same magnitude. The break
probabilities were typically 1 or 2 decades smaller for Large cross-section with 26.0 mm thick
wall than for Medium and FRESH. The maximum break probability values after 20 and 60
years in operation were almost matching for all the considered pipe weld cross-sections, i.e.
of the scale of 1.0E-01. However, in most cases, the break probability values after 20 and 60
years were much lower for Medium, FRESH and Large cross-sections than for Small crosssection. For Medium and FRESH cross-sections, these break probabilities varied
approximately from 1.0E-07 to 1.0E-01, and for Large cross-section, approximately from
1.0E-12 to 1.0E-01, whereas for Small cross-section approximately from 1.0E-03 to 1.0E-01.
Partly this is explained by the WRSs, which are most severe for Small cross-section and
lowest for Large cross-section, with the exception of the R6 Method, Rev. 4 [14] WRSs,
which are equally severe for all cross-sections. However, the main reason for the differences
in the break probability results between the cross-sections is the wall thickness, as the
thicker it is, the longer time it takes for the initial cracks to grow through. Figure 13 illustrates
the differences between cross-sections Small, Medium and Large. In the calculations, SSM
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WRSs, IZPF POD curve, inspection interval of three years and the initial cracks developed
earlier in this study were used.
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Figure 13. Break probabilities for different pipe sizes with IZPF POD curve and inspection
interval of three years.
The probabilistic analysis code NURBIT, developed by Brickstad and Zang [9, 11], is a
software for risk informed in-service inspections and PFM. Some calculations were
performed using NURBIT for comparison. In general, the break probabilities after one year
computed with the NURBIT code were from 1.5 to 3.5 decades lower than with the
VTTBESIT and Markov application. The corresponding break probabilities after 20 and 60
years computed with the NURBIT were from 2 to 3.5 decades lower than with the VTTBESIT
and Markov application. For five analysis cases the break probabilities computed with
NURBIT were zero. One odd characteristic in the break probabilities computed with NURBIT
was that after 1, 20 and 60 years they were almost matching, and the maximum difference
between the break probability after 1 and 60 years was less than half a decade. Figure 14
illustrates the differences between NURBIT and VTTBESIT/Markov approach. The
corresponding computation cases are presented in Table 5.
In the first phase of the study [1], some analyses were performed with six states in the
Markov model as opposed to ten states presented in Section 2.1. The number of considered
Markov system states had a remarkable impact on failure probabilities. Differences in
probabilities between different cases were much larger with six states. It is considered, that
the Markov analysis option with ten states is more accurate.
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Figure 14: Comparison of break probabilities after 1, 20 and 60 years in operation computed
with NURBIT as well as VTTBESIT and Markov application. The curve corner points
correspond to result values. As some NURBIT results are zero, they are not shown.
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Table 5: Pipe break probability results obtained with the NURBIT code, all covered cases are
without inspections.
Case no.

Cross-section

Initial crack sizes

WRSs acc. to

15
18
21
24
51
54
57
60
87
90
93
96

Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Large

NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT
NURBIT

ASME recommendations
R6 Method, Rev. 4
SSM handbook
No WRSs
ASME recommendations
R6 Method, Rev. 4
SSM handbook
No WRSs
ASME recommendations
R6 Method, Rev. 4
SSM handbook
No WRSs

5. Conclusions
The effect of initial flaw sizes, load assumptions and inspections to the degradation potential
and risk analysis results for NPP piping components is remarkable.
For the sizes and frequency of occurrence of fabrication induced cracks, one can e.g. use
the definitions developed by Khaleel and Simonen [10] or those applied in the WinPRAISE
code [19, 37], of which the former ones appear to be more recommendable as they have
been developed more recently and in particular for NPP piping welds. As for the estimates
for sizes of SCC induced initial cracks, those provided by VTT [1] and those in the NURBIT
code [9, 11] have been developed using similar recursive approach. VTT’s initial cracks give
a wider scope of probabilistic variation because the probabilistic density functions are
provided both for the initial crack depth and length, whereas according to the NURBIT code
the depth of the initial cracks is fixed to 1.0 mm and a probabilistic density function is given
only for the length of initial cracks. This fixed value for the crack depth can be considered as
unnecessary conservatism. The median depth for the SCC induced initial cracks provided by
VTT [1] is 0.48 mm, being in relative terms much less than the fixed crack depth in the
NURBIT code [9, 11]. Thus, it is recommended that for the sizes of SCC induced initial
cracks in the NPP piping welds, those developed by VTT [1] are used. Another option would
be to use the sizes for SCC induced initial cracks in the WinPRAISE code [19]. However, the
depth of these initial cracks is fixed to 0.0254 mm, which is so small that the growth cannot
realistically be calculated by VTTBESIT. It would be necessary to use separate growth
equation for the phase when cracks are very small.
According to the analysis results, the magnitude of the loading has the biggest effect on the
NPP pipe component break probability and risk results. The loading is clearly governed by
the WRSs, which provide the largest part of the total stresses, in particular in and near the
inner surface of the weld wall. The WRSs should be self-balancing, meaning that when other
loads are removed and WRSs act alone, they should balance themselves across the crosssection in the axial pipe component direction.
ASME recommendations [12, 13] and SSM handbook [15] provide self-balancing axial WRSs
across the wall and cross-section for welds joining NPP pipes of austenitic stainless steel,
exceeding the yield strength only at and near the inner surface, and being in no point near
the ultimate strength. The ASME recommendations [12, 13] provide one of the very first
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published sets of WRS recommendations, but due to relatively small amount of associated
background data the presented WRS distributions are in some cases very simple and
probably not very accurate. However, the WRS recommendations in the SSM handbook [15]
are based on much greater amount of both experimental data and FE simulation results.
Thus, the SSM handbook [15] WRSs for welds joining NPP pipes of austenitic stainless steel
are recommended to be used.
Another more recently published collection of WRS distributions that can be recommended is
included in the SINTAP procedure [16, 17]. Application examples concerning these WRSs
are presented in the report from the first phase of this study [1]. The SINTAP WRS
recommendations are backed by more experimental data and FE simulation results than
those in the SSM handbook [15], and are also self-balancing in the axial direction for welds
joining NPP pipes of austenitic stainless steel.
The WRSs can be simulated with an applicable FE analysis code. Currently, such
challenging and advanced computational simulations require additional capabilities as to be
developed by the code user. Such techniques have been applied in the FRESH project FE
WRS simulations [29].
The R6 Method, Revision 4 [14] axial WRSs for welds joining NPP pipes of austenitic
stainless steel remain on the tensile side through the wall. In other words, they are not selfbalancing, which is unrealistic. Due to that, and because the magnitude of these WRSs is of
the scale of material ultimate strength for almost half of the wall thickness and considerably
higher than yield strength elsewhere, they are deemed as overly conservative, and thus, it is
not recommendable to use them.
Inspections clearly decrease the resulting leak/break probability and risk values, and thus, it
is recommended to include the effect of inspections to the computations. The results show
that the IZPF inspection matrices are comparably poorer in detecting smaller cracks and
better in detecting larger cracks than the NUREG inspection matrices.
The results of the comparison between NURBIT code [9, 11] and VTTBESIT/Markov
approach showed that NURBIT provides much smaller break probabilities. The reason for
this is that the NURBIT code assumes that there are no fabrication induced cracks, and that
the only considered initial cracks are those nucleated by SCC during operation. This is an
unrealistic and unsafe assumption, leading to too low pipe break probabilities. Moreover, this
condition cannot be improved either, as it is a fixed feature in the NURBIT code.
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